Abstract-Fuel cells are an emerging technology in the field of power generation. Fuel cell simulators would greatly aid in providing a convenient and economic alternative for testing various subsystems such as converters and inverters. This paper proposes a low-cost, easy-to-use fuel cell simulator to reproduce the electrical characteristics of a 5kW Solid Oxide Fuel Cell. The simulator provides an advanced test bench for development and testing of power conditioning equipment.
INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells provide a clean alternative to the depleting fossil fuel resources and are expected to be a major source of power generation in the near future. Fuel cell simulators are needed by the industry to provide a convenient and cost effective platform for testing various subsystems of the power-conditioning unit namely DC-DC converters, DC-AC inverters, battery charger/discharger and other utility interactive electronics. With an accurate representation of a fuel cell, synergistic technologies can be developed in parallel.
This paper proposes a low-cost, easy-to-use fuel cell simulator using a programmable DC power supply controlled through LabVIEW graphical user interface. The simulator reproduces the dynamic electrical characteristics of a commercial 5kW Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) fuel cell stack under various operating conditions. Discrete data points for voltage and current of the fuel cell are obtained from experiments and analyzing the fuel cell characteristic. The proposed simulator uses a cubic polynomial curve-fitting technique to interpolate between these data points, which define a unique relationship between voltage and current over the fuel cell operating range. Experimental results show that the proposed simulator closely follows the response time of the SOFC fuel cell under varying load conditions. An important advantage of the proposed simulator is that it can be customized through a graphical user interface allowing the user to model several types of fuel cells by inputting an alternate set of data points defining the fuel cell V-I characteristic.
II. FUEL CELL MODELING
The fuel cell is modeled as a two terminal black box. Fig.1 shows a typical V-I curve from a 5kW solid oxide fuel cell system. Fuel Cell Technologies, Ltd provided the experimental data for the SOFC system. The figure shows that as the load current of the fuel cell increases, the fuel cell terminal voltage decreases. With an increase in current, the power available at the fuel cell terminal increases.
Since this V-I curve approximates a straight line, it can be modeled by an ideal voltage source connected in series with an internal resistor. A better model for the system would be a voltage source connected in series with non-linear internal impedance. The non-linear internal impedance is obtained by measuring voltage and current and using a cubic spline technique provides an extremely close fit with minimal oscillations. [2] A. Steady state modeling using cubic polynomial curve fitting We observe that the experimental data points are best fitted by the cubic polynomial given by (1). I characteristic. As the load demands more power, the fuel cell current increases and the fuel cell voltage decreases. For a given value of load (power demanded) the operating point on the curve is unique. So this provides us with a linear relationship between the fuel cell terminal voltage and the output current as given by (2) .
where Z is the load impedance.
Solving the (1) and (2) simultaneously we obtain a unique fuel cell operating point for every load current. The cubic polynomial equation in terms of the load current I is given by (3) below. Since the equation is non-linear the Newton-Raphson iterative method can be applied to solve (3) . This method converges to a solution with a reasonable starting guess. Equation (4) is to compute the solution.
From the numerical calculus theory, the conditions required for convergence are:
1. The first order derivative of the function should not be zero.
The first order derivative is calculated as follows,
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Equation (5) takes the quadratic form of 2 0 ax bx c + + = and for its roots to be real; the following condition must be satisfied.
Equation (6) is computed with the values from (5) and the following condition needs to be satisfied for the first order derivative to be zero
which is not the case practically, since the impedance measured is not negative.
2. If the starting guess lies in the interval containing the root, then the function ( ) g I should map the starting guess into the same interval thus causing the guess to stay within the bounds i.e.,
Using the SOFC data shown in fig. 1 , we see that the fuel cell voltage varies from 36V to 22V, and the current varies from 0A to 275A. The load impedance calculated as the ratio of the terminal voltage and the current varies from 360 ohm at a minimum measured current of 0.1A to 0.08 ohm at 275A. Using a program we calculate (9) for the above range of values and verify that the convergence criterion (8) is met in all cases. Hence we conclude that the Newton-Raphson method converges to a solution within the given range.
B. Transients modelling
The steady state model does not hold true under all circumstances because the fuel cell has dependencies on fuel rate, temperature, pressure etc. In this paper we consider the fuel cell transients for sudden load change, decrease in hydrogen flow
1) Sudden load change
A sudden increase in load requires a larger power output from the fuel cell. The SOFC is assumed to respond slowly to increased power demand at a slew rate of 200W/min. Physically, this can be explained by the time required for the SOFC temperature to increase to a level to provide the additional power.
Typically when an actual fuel cell is operated at some minimum power level, say 750W, it has a reserve capacity of say 2% or can operate at 765W (assuming the fuel cell control is optimized to maximize fuel efficiency). When the power demand is more than what the fuel cell can supply at that instant, the fuel cell terminal voltage drops. In our model, increase in power demand is sensed and the power available is increased at a rate equal to the slew rate (200W/min). Once the power available matches the power demand, the transient simulation ends and the steady state model described in the previous section is followed. The actual control strategy used is described in a later section.
2) Decrease in hydrogen flow
If the hydrogen flow to the fuel cell decreases then the power generation capacity drops and consequently the fuel cell terminal voltage decreases sharply. In fig 2 we have shown effect of reduced hydrogen flow on a single SOFC cell.
Since a reduced amount of hydrogen would mean a reduced voltage, the transient VI curve resembles the original except for an offset towards lower operating voltages. When a decrease in hydrogen concentration is detected the simulator controller program dynamically switches to the corresponding curve and calculates the new set-point voltage.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The fuel cell simulator (FCS) consists of a Magna-Power Electronics programmable DC power supply (10kW, 0 to 55V DC) and an SBC 488A RS232 control interface. The fuel cell simulator software is written in LabVIEW. The block diagram in Fig 3 provides The fuel cell simulator can work in two modes.
A. Steady state mode
In this mode, the FCS replicates the steady state performance of a fuel cell and can be used as the first step while testing the power-conditioning device. The user can choose between the two approaches described earlier -the simple linear model or the non-linear model (cubic polynomial curve). The FCS controller calculates and commands the setpoint voltage based on the power demanded from the feedback circuit and the algorithm chosen.
B. Transient mode
When there is a sudden change in load, the FCS mimics this transient performance of the fuel cell and thus provides an advanced test bench. The FCS replicates the slow response of the fuel cell when there is a sudden increase in power demand by using the adjustable current limit on the power supply. When there is a sudden increase in power demand, the power 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Fuel cells are expected to become a major power generation system and considerable effort is being spent on their commercialization with a focus on reducing the cost and maintenance issues. Until such devices are readily available, the fuel cell simulator can aid in the development of power conditioning equipment. The proposed fuel cell simulator provides a low cost and accurate representation of the fuel cell electrical behavior and can act as a catalyst in the development and testing of converters, inverters and other power electronic devices. In future we propose to improve the fuel simulator and allow the user to customize parameters such as hydrogen purity, stack temperature etc. 
